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GIAPTER I

PREFACE

In 1977, a grants competition was held on the subject of Teaching as a
Linguistic Process. Investigators were invited to submit proposals on the
nature and learning of communicative processes in the classroom at the
elementary level through increased understanding of language use in
school settings, including such factors as the nature and learning of
classroom language rules, cultural differences in language use, and
student/teacher interactions that require social or referential compre-
hension.

Investigators were asked to consider the following questions: What is the
nature of communication in the classroom? How do students acquire the
rules of classroom discourse? What are the effects of inadequate learning
of classroom discourse rules?

Eight projects received funding (See abstracts section, pages 2-10).

The purpose of the Mid- Project Research Conference on Teaching as a
Linguistic Process was to bring together the principal investigators,
National Institute of Education personnel, original grants announcement
panelists and other selected outside practitioners and experts to review
the progress of the eight Teaching and Instruction Division projects at
the midpoint of their contract period. The conference was held in
July 1979, at the Holiday Inn South in Fredericksburg, Virginia. During
the two and one half days, ten plenary sessions were held: eight were
major paper presentations of project progress; and two were panels
organized to aid the development and writing of major papers which were to
reflect the work of the conference.

In this report of the Teaching as a Linguistic Process Mid- Project Research
Conference, the abstracts of the eight research projects have been provided
as well as the two major commissioned papers. Copies of individual mid-
project reports have been reproduced and may be obtained from me at the
National Institute of Education, 1200-19th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20208.

I would like to thank all of the participants for contributing to a worth-
while conference. In addition, I commend Dr. Samuel Pisaro of the
Teaching and Instruction staff for his sensitive and detailed management
of the meetings and commissioned reports.

Virginia Kehler



CHAPTER II; ABSTRAM

Project c Bilingualism and Bilingual Educe the Puerto Rican Community

Sohn Attixeas.1Sbana P ik/Pedro Pedrete

titution Centet for Puerto Rican Studies

!UsidioU FY '78 - $41,325
7" '79 $35,475

NTE prod.! Aonitor: Marcia Whiteman-------

.7E

The over-all goals of this study are to develop more precise knowledge of lin-
guistic norms and resources of the bilingual Puerto Rican communty which will
serve as a basis for a realistic and effective educational policy. The study
will proceed upon the basis of previous exploratory work done uy the investi-
gators in the East Merle community. They will do a sociolinguistic analysis
of Spanish and English and an ethnographic analysis of classroom languages.

T its research will be carried lose touch with the Legal and political
developments in bilingual education, st, that it will be continually oriented
to the most important issues that effect the community during a period of
rapid eocial change. According to the investigators it is well known that
00 100goage situation of the Puerto Rican community in mainland cities has
kaeu recognized as are cv cause of the failure of the ithool systems to pro-
'Vide an adequate education for Puerto Rican children. However, in spite of
previous legal and community pressures to provide. bilingual. and bicultural
programa to solve this Troblem, these programa have not yet been informed by
Voig needs of the bilingual child, and lack the necessary ethnographic and
'Sociolinguistic knowledge of the factors determining language choice, language
fhange, language use, and language learning in the Puerto, Rican community.
At investigators feel that, the answers to the questions they have formulated
Mill form a complex pattern of behavior that will largely deterlaine the success
or failure of the educational process, and of bilingual education in particular.
In the past, many educators have approached these questions as if answers
depended entirely on the individual capacities of each child. Sociolinguistic
research has already indicated that the answers are the result of patterned
Ways qf speaking that have evolved over long periods of time The task of
sociolinguistic research is to analyze these patterns and trace changes now
in progress, so that they can be seen as resources rather than obstacles to
the educational prccels.



Project: Ethno-Linguistic Study of Classroom Di

jayetigttcrr: Dell Hymes

Instil University of Pennsylvania

Pundin FY 'TS - $16,000

NIE project_ Monitor Marcia Whiteman

The principal investigator will undertake to analyze and sythesize the wide
variety of systems currently being used for the analysis of classroom discourse.
Re will attempt to integrate these results into existing theories, and pursue
further development of promising advances in linguistics and core disciplines.
There is a great deal to be brought together and considered, much of it un-
published. The investigator feels he can accomplish this task because of
his experience with analysis and synthesis of research in linguistic inquiry
of many kinds, and personal acquaintance with the development of a number of
approaches to discourse now in use.

The findings of studies of classroom discourse can be placed and assessed
terms of the following questions:

1. What range of components of speech events is considered?

2. What range of instances of particular components is considered?

What range of meanings (purposes, functions) is considered?
And, placing speech in the context of communication as a whole,

4. (a) What range of modalities, structures, elements of communicative
conduct is considered?

(b) What range of levels is analyzed?

5. What range of communicative conduct provides the basis for the
interpretation of classroom disdourse?

While this research does not itself deal sithlementstion, it does have
implications for the training of teachers, improvement of instruction, assess44:,
meat of students, and evaluation of new programs. These findings can be brought
to the attention of teachers as an aid in dealing with particular difficulties.
The perspective of ethnolinguistics can become an element in the teacher's and
administrator's conception of his or her role.



'set: Language at School and Rome: A c
Communicative Strategies

-4-

ative Ethnography of Children's

Principal Herbert Simons/John Gumperz

Pam on: University of California, Berkeley

Nutadia: FY '78 - $84.879
F '79 - $89,403

HIE Project Monitor: Esther Perry

. 7

The purpose of this study is to (a) develop ways of looking at classroom inte
action and communication in the home; (b) explain what is learned in the class-
room on the, basis of the continuities and discontinuities between classroom,
playground and home communication strategies.

The goals of the study are four-fold:

1) to develop ways of looking at classroom interaction that a) account
for differential learning by providing an insight intohow what is
said and done in the classroom influences the child's view of the
learning process or the goals of education, b) how the classroom
environment can provide a distorted view of the content to be
learned and so served to stifle motivation to learn over time;

2) to develop ways of looking at the home communicative environ-
ment so the investigators can explore a) how the classroom
discourse patterns differ from or are similar to those the child
builds up before coming to school, b) how mismatch in discourse
understanding between home experience and that in the classroom
can lead to miscommunication;

to study the child as a total person in the school, in both peer
relations in the playground as well as in the classroom, so that
a full range of the child's communication potentialities for
classroom work can be judged;

4) to provide a basis for the future development of teacher training
procedures which could give teachers an understanding of their
classroom environment.

The investigators feel this study will increase understanding of the communi-
cation strategies used in the classroom. They feel it will also provide a
et of diagnostic episodes that can be used as a basis for teacher training.

7



Projac : Children's Discourse in Cooperative Didactic Interaction:
Developmental Patterns in Effective Learning

Principal Invessiesas: Catherine R. Coope-

tastitution: University of Texas, Austin

fusliag: FY '78 - 534,967
FY '79. $15,201-

NIA Pro'ect Monitor: Esther Perry

The purpose of this project is to study the processes of children's comsnunicati
as they participate in two cam= peer learning contexts: cooperative and nstr
uctional. In a cooperative learning situation, pairs of children have an equal
amount of information concerning-the problem at hand. In an instructional
situation, one child has the information the other needs in order to solve the
problem. While many investigators are tracing the development of children's
discourse from a developmental-descriptive perspective, others have investi-
gated the degree to which peer interaction enhances cognitive growth, but with-
out specifying the characteristics of effective interaction. The proposed
study represents an integration of these two concerns by detailing now children
communicate in learning situations and what aspects of their interaction faci-
litate that process.

Given the increasing reliance on the peer group as a setting for classroom
learning, and the theoretical importance of peer interaction in accounts of
intellectual development, the careful description of the characteristics of
effective peer collaboration is essential.

The principal investigator will focus on identifying the discourse chara teris-
tics of children who are most effective in each activity. In addition, she will
examine individual differences according to age, sem, ethnic group, and physical
setting. The investigator will videotape pairs of children in each of the two
learning situations. The study involves 100 pairs of children from kindergarten
and second grade, with equal numbers of boys and girls at each age, interacting
in a focussed setting. In this study the sequence of speech acts to be ex-
amined includes attention focussing, questioning, directing, commenting,
responding, and evaluation.

This work will contribute to the basic understanding of children's discourse
and to the teaching of young children. By assessing the impact of discourse
on cognitive achievement, and eixtining patterns of individual differences
in effectiveness, it will provide both a sequential model of discourse in
children's learning and a differentiated, positive view of the assets of
each group observed, by identifying which of their existing communication
skills contribute to effective learning.
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Project: Service -Like Events During Individual Work Time and fiieir Contributions
to the Nature of the Rules for Classroom Communication

Principal InvellImar: Marilyn Merrit

InstAtuPion: Center for Applied L

FY '78 - 468,000
F '79 - 514,000

HIE rro'ect Monitor: Ms 'a Whiteman

tics

This study will investigate the nature of the rules governing classroom communication.Specifically, it will attempt to find out how children go about seeking informationfrom their teachers and classmates in such a way that social relationships are main-tained or enhanced. It will also investigate how rules for this type of classroomcommunication relate to existing research and to existing rules of general communi-cation.

The investigator will use video-taped and audio-taped data drawn from middle class,elementary open classrooms (nursery through third grade) over the course of one yearShe will use prior analyses of this data as a basis for a general statement aboutthe nature of classroom discourse rules. Specific procedures and findings of thatdata will,be important for this study.

One of the most important concerns of the American educational system is that ofequalizing opportunity for learning and standards for evaluation. In recent years,interest in studies of classroom communication have burgeoned and suggest thatbasic descriptive research about the nature of classroom discourse will have impor-tent implications for these concerns. The proposed study of individual work timeevents is especially appropriate to these needs for at least three reasons. Firstof all, very little descriptive work has attended to individual work time activitiesand virtually none have investigated the kind of "event" that is proposed in thisstudy. Secondly, the study of classroom communication during individual work timehighlights social meaning. Because children's interaction during this "time" involvesinitiation of verbal exchange, a child must learn communication rules which regulateconversational readiness with another child. Thirdly, the events to be studied willinvolve both social meaning and cognitive meaning. Although it isknoun that childrenoften ask questions in order to get social attention, in many cases it seems clear thatthe child is motivated to initiate an exchange in order to get academic facts.

Finally, it should be noted that this study will not only tell more about the
nature of the rules of classroom discourse, but will have wider implications. Asa result of having five grade levels under analysis, and five points in time foreach grade level, it is anticipated that inferences will be made about the acquistion of these rules. Further, it is anticipated that a variation in knowledge ofthese rules among children of the same grade level may be found.- This may haveimportant implications for multi-cultural educational settings.
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project: Participant Perspectives of Classroom Discourse

Principal Investigators: Morton Tenenberg/Greta Morine-Dershimer

Institution: California State University, Hayward

Funding: FY '78 - *74,842
FY '79 *83,017
FY '80 $29,648

NIE Project Monitor: Kent Viehoever

The investigators feel that there is a need for further research on teaching as
a linguistic process, particularly research which would help children and
teachers, who are the participants in classroom discourse, to understand each
other more fully. They state that it is clear that the consequences of mis-
communication can be bad for children, both intellectually and socially. Mis-
communication can occur with regard to either referential meanings or social
meanings of classroom conversation. This study will investigate participant
perspectives on the nature of communication in the classroom, describe pupil
conceptions of the differences between discourse in the classroom, at home,
and on the playground, examine the correspondence between pupil and teacher
conceptions of the rules of classroom discourse, and compare participant
conceptions to those of a sociolinguistic specialist in-analysis of classroom
discourse. In addition, the study will examine the speed of pupil acquisition
of the rules of classroom discourse, with particular attention to pupil
differences in cultural background, academic ability, and grade level, and to
teacher-perceived differences in pupils' communicative behavior in the class-
room. Finally, the study will investigate the relationship between teacher
conceptions of pupil differences in communicative behavior and teacher expecta-
tion for pupil success in reading achievement.

The subjects of this study are 6 teachers and 180 pupils in grades two through
four of a California elementary school. Pupils come from low income Mexican-
American, 111,:k, and Anglo families. Data will be based on pupil and teacher
interpretatiuns of videotaped samples of discourse in naturally occurring social
situations (classroom, home, playground).

The results of this study could pinpoint some important causes of miscommunicart4
in the classroom and identify ways to help teachers and pupils understand each
other more fully, leading to improved pupil learning.
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et: Social and Cultural Organizarias of J:nteractian in Classrooms ofBilingual Teachers

Friucinal Investigators: Frederick Erickson/Courtney Carden

Institutinn: Harvard University

undin FY '78 -1'95,293
FY
17 - $10,000

6"ect Monitor: Ricardo }Wanes

this !wtudy seeks 1(1) to fill in the be.ic knowIudge gaps about the social end
cuLtural rules governing classroom interaction in bilingual first gradetclass-Tomos, end (2) to state clearly the implications for applying this new knowledgein the design and conduct of "culturally responsive" education for Chicanos and
ether bilingual populations. Data collectidn and methods .of analysis willaddmesgi=rently unanswered questions about the cultural organization ofsocial -relacticaLthiTts in everyday nlast7oom lammunication. During the first
leer, me first grade classroom will be obsfrved and videotaped. It willbe tai thy a bilingual l.atno teacher. During the second year, four classroom:
will be ubserved and videotaped; two taught by Latino teachers and two taughtbv Ants tcactems,

A, recent =sprat published by the U.S. Comm/sal-on on Civil Rights (1973) investi-
gated the interactional patterns teachers with Mexican American and Anglostudents 42 'elementary and secondary schools. tue summary findings of this=pc= clearly revces-lorl tnat 'typical' rhis:ano students have such less interactio
.th their teathers than do their ``.:tygi.,:al" Anglo counterparts. They show

sting variation but provide nremdvIce for the interactional causes ofvariation. the investigators Zlel tIlav such findings raises questions
bout.mnre specific aspects of iierestiona dynamics in the classroor, e.g.,What is the social and cultural a-gan4zation of communication in these class-

COMM that produces these SUMI&-Y fill/al:MS? What are the rules governing
-classroom comminication? Do -f:Alturally distinct systems of social rules
governing interaction patterrJ exist in linguistically and culturally hetero-
geneous classrooms? If so, ,v,Nat are some effects of such cultural differenc#f
in intiractinn rules on the Tqrticipc:ion of Chicano students in classroomactivities?

Gient1y almost =thing is 'mown se,entifically About these issues. Yet they
seem-to %awe fundamental intili,..:tiots for the preservice and continuing training
,setnadhers ef bi1ingua1 zhiatirca whether those teachers are ethnically LatinoAkan. the proposed research is an essential first step methodologically
And sastentively in addret.iling tilese :Asues of current Significance in
educational practice And in sociolinguistic theory.

11
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Project.: The Effect of Differential Classroom Organization on the Learning
of Classroom Discourse Rules and Cognitive Content

Principal Investigator: Michael Cole

Institution: University of California, San Diego

Funding: FY '78 - $152,352
T '79 $158,258
Fy '80 $169,788

?CIE Project Monitor: martin Engel

The purposes of this study are: L) to apply currently existing techniques of
exam {ng discourse rules and cognitive content of elementary school children's
behavior in a variety of classroom settings, 2) to evaluate the relative
utility of competing methods of classroom interaction analysis for purposes
of cognitive-linguistic description, 3) to use the best descriptions available
to evaluate the theory that children from different home backgrounds are best
taught in differently structured classroom environments, 4) to apply the fruits
of this analysis to helping teachers learn more about the sources of children's
misunderstandings in classroom lessons of various kinds.

The investigators will do an intensive study of the teaching and learning
strategies of students and teachers in four basic kinds of educational settings
which includes: 1) a general classroom lesson in which a single teacher presents
material to a classroom full of students in a standard lesson plan format, 2)
informal small group teaching in which the teacher and teacher's aide goes
over the same typez of lessons in a smaller, open corridor-type format, 3)
an informal club activity in which the topics which have been taken up in the
classroom are explored in very different contexts with groups of 7 or 8
children who have to work together to complete the projects which they helped
design, 4) individual tutorial sessions with children from the same class con-
ducted on different occasions by the classroom teacher, her aide, and a
psychologist trained in clinical interviewing on cognitive skills.

The investigators' basic concern in this work is to establish links between
the ethnographic and linguistic description of activities in the four
different learning environment; with cognitive - psychological accounts of
the ways in which the children and the teacher process information about
academic subjects and their social interactions. Their basic objective
is to specify the way in which different kinds of social organization of
classroom lessons interact with characteristics of the individual learner
to produce different kinds of academic activities and outcomes.

The successful completion of this work should enable teachers to better
design and evaluate the effectiveness of educational activities for a wide
variety of children. It should also be of concern to social scientists
interested in the description of cognition and language in context, edu-
cational theorists concerned with the design of classroom environments that
are sensitive to the needs of different kinds of learners and teachers who
must repeatedly deal with ambiguous information about the state of knowledge
of their students.



MAJOR PAPERS

A S Y OF TH1 RESEARCH AREA:
NETHODOLOGY AND SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES

Louis A. Games
1979

Paper prepared to summarize the presentations given at the National
Institute of Education Conference on Teaching as a Linguistic Process,
July 9-11, 1979, Fredericksburg, Virginia.

-10-
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At a conference held in Frdericksburg, Virginia during July of 1S-9,
investigators from eight research projects presented mid-project reports to
their colleagues, outside experts and staff members of the National Institute
of Education (NIE). The projects were funded in the 1977 NIE grants.

in .announcement competition in the area of Teaching and Instruction.

The first two days of the three day conference were devoted to individual
proje t presentations. Written reports and oral descriptions of the research
design, methodology, and prelhninary findings of each project were delivered
y each principal investigator. Following each presentation, a discussion

period was held in which the audience raised questions, sought clarifications,
made comments, and offered suggestions. On the final day of the conference
two panels-were organized to smumrize the proceedings and to react to
particular research issues. Panel One examined the implications of the
research on educational practice while Panel Two' discussed the methodolo-
gical and substantive research issues that surfaced as a result of the
project reports.

This paper is an extension of the Panel Two discussion. In the first section
of the paper a suariry of the research area is presented. My method in this
section is to present a broad, and necessarily cursory, description of the
methodologies used by the research projects. I will summarize the research
area while at the same time highlighting both the methodological similarities
across projects and the unique aspects of each project's approach to the
study of classroom discourse. To support the narrative discussion and to
show visual comparisons, several tables are included for the reader's
information.

A review of the substantive research issues raised during the conference and
the response of the panel to these issues follows in the second section of
the paper. The final section of the paper presents some concluding remarks
about the, research area and offers a few suggestions concerning the direction
of future research activity.

SuinaResearch Area

The original designation of the research area as outlined in the NIE request
for proposals was for research on teaching as a linguistic process that would
seek "to improve teaching at the early elementary school level through
increased understanding of language use in school settings, including such

kouis Games, Arno Pellack, Sylvia Scribner, Roger Shuy, and Judith Greene
were the members of Panel Two.

4



:actors e and learning of classroom language rules, cultural
difference in language use, and student and teacher interactions that require
social and/or referential comprehension" (p.4). Three guiding questions were
fered.to'potential researchers: (1) What is the nature of communication

in the classroom? (2) How do students acquire the rules of classroom
discourse? and; (3) That are the effects of inadequate learningof classroom
discourse rules?

All of reporting research projects addressed, to some degree, the
research area .as outlined above. Research designs and strategies for
collecting and analyzing data of all the projects were directed in various
ways at the study and understanding of classroom discourse. Acquisition of
classroom discourse rules and the effect of discourse rules on cognitive
-achievement were addressed to a much lesser degree.

A al- ic "ethnographic" research design was used by all of the projects
with- -exception of Dell Hymes' survey of the approaches to classroom
discourse (see Table I). The Simons/Gumperz project, in conjunction with the

istic.approach, utilized several field experiments in their design.
iment developed by the project involved the study of children's
in ,a free-choice learning environment. Abiology discovery room at

tversitywas used as the experimental environment. In addition, the
,erect'team-experimented with film as a method of eliciting oral and written
Torre:titres from the research subjects. Pilot testing of experimental tasks to
meassmemetalinguistic skills and autonomous speech styles was also undertaken
by this project team. The Tenenberg/Marine-Dershimer project and the Cole
;project were the two other projects using field experiments (curriculum
in their designs. The Cooper project was the only project to employ a
laboratory design. She used developmental psychology theory to

e an 'experiment in which she could study how children use language in
e and didactic learning tasks.

All of the research projects focused on classroom discourse of an academic
nature 'while four of the projects (Attinasi/Poplack, Simons/Wmperz,
Tennenberg/Msrine-Dershimer, and Cole) included non-academic situations as
1*M (See:Table I).

except the Merritt project, focused on cultural variables.
inasi/Poplack study of Puerto Rican children dealt with bili
Sexual differences as a variable only appeared in the Coop

See Table I).

.shoals: that all of the projects used naturalistic observation as a
a collection method. Investigators in every project served as naturalistic

ctserwars while the ,Simons /Cunrperz, Cooper and Cole projects used participant

*Tatles 1-itr ',were adapted from one developed by Virginia Koehler to describe
ccemon elements as well as differences among projects. The Hymes project will
not included in Tables II -IV since it is not an empirical study.

15



RESEARCH DESIGN

PARADIGM TYPE CUPARISONS

Nate..-Ethno- Field Laboratory Synthesis Academic Non-Academic Cultural Bilingual Sex

Linguistic Experiment Experiment

Attinasi/

Pop lack X

apses

Simons/

Gumperz

X

X

Cooper X

Merritt

Tenenbergi

Moring-

Dershimer

Erickson

Cazden

Cole

X

X

X X

X

TABLE I

X
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on Videotape Audiotape Intery
Written Orgl

Rues onnaire Narrative Narratives

rA#1.00.si/
r,i'oplack

erz

-cooper

Merritt

Pinenberg
4arine-
pershimer

Rrickson/
en

1

TABLE II



ttinasi/
'oplack

dmons/
'imperz

!poper

lerriti

enenberg
bring-
ershimer

rickson/
azden

:de

Naturalistic
Observers

Participant
Observers

DATArOOLLECTORS

Classroom
Teachers Parents Children

Secondary
Analysis

X

X

X

X

_

----

X

----- -
X

X

X X

X

X

.

TABLE IIa.
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ine- lershj r research was unique because of
y video- playbacks and interviews as a means of
s in the collection and analysis of data

with a triangular scheme of data analysis in
and students provided the emic perspective while the
ded the etic perspective.

use of parents as researchers and data collectors
eject_ In this project, parents were trained to k p

natural data by recording conversations occurring in
acid enabled the project investigators to gather data

discourse processes and quality of interactions taking place in the

col various techniques in the eight projects. Audiotape
11 of the projects and all but the Attinasi lack

e recordings. Five projects (Attinasi/Poplack,
T n reMbrine-Eershiner, and Erickscn/Cazden)

while only the Simons/Gumperz project used questionnaires
a. She Sins /ierz project also used oral and written

as data sources.

dna ysis as a method of data collection only occurred the
Sle rased existing videotapes and ethnographic records

located at miter for Applied Linguistics as her data base.

able III shows that every research project focused on student-student and
teacher-student interactions occurring in both small group and whole class
sociakcontexts. Parent-child interactions were observed and recorded in
three projects. 1be Simans/GUmperz team, as noted above, studied naturally

ations in the home. The Temenberg/Mbrine-Dershimer group
rsations in black, Chicano, and white homes in order to

of different patterns of language use in the home.
this data to help teachers analyze the differences
home and classroom discourse. The Attinasi /Paplack

rat- student interactions but they included the
larger social context of the conmunity.

primary focus of language analysis of every
used by the child. Teacher-speech was a focus

ly is the rg/tbrine-Dershimer, Erickson/Cazden and Cole
projects s-while and intelactive behavior was inclLded by the
Attinasl/Poplack, Simons rz and Tenenberg/Morine-Dershimer projects in

tr:sclamaesofilata analysis. Carnirnnnity speech patterns were analyzed
only in the-Attinasi/Poplack project.

le so indicates that every-research project had a prima. basis
of verbal communications and all except the Attinas lack

20
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and Tennenber Wrine-Dershimer projects. included some form of analysis
of nonverbal communication. Collection and analysis of written communi-
cation occurred in the Simons /(m perz research and only the Tenenberg/
?'trine-Dershimer team studied and analyzed the interpretation of language
through the child's receptive channel.

In sum, the research projects were similar in many respects but different
in several other respects. Although ethnographix methods were utilized
as a basic approach in every project, unique and interesting combinations
of methods were employed in each project as it addressed its respective
research problems. The use of these various approaches and methods led to
the Panel Two discussion of the substantive methodological issues that
follows in the next section of this paper.

Substantive hodolo ical Issues

During the presentations of the mid-project reports several generic metho
dological issues of long standing emerged as investigators described the
approach to their particular research problem. Questions concerning the
-generalizability and validity of research findings came up over and over
again in each discussion period. The fact that the classrooms, as research
environments, are constantly changing and have no permanency over time
seemed to present a general problem to each project of how to specify and
limit the multiple variables.

The question of the extent to which traditional ethnographic methods could
be applied in classroom settings was another generic issue that was raised
several times during the conference. John Ogbu, an anthropologist, on
several occasions observed that many of the research projects were using
modified ethnographic methods rather than the traditional methods and
techniques of ethnography as understood by anthropologists. He viewed the
methodology as applied ethnography and cautioned the audience about the
potential problems in using such an approach. It seemed that the use of
applied ethnographic methods were in part a response to the unstable nature
of classrooms as a research environment and the ever present pressure to
report findings as quickly as possible.

The discussion of ethnographic methods at the conference often led to the
important question of who are the "researchers" and "ethnographers" in
classroom research. The use of teachers as participant observers and as
colleagues in the research process was debated throughout the mid-project
reports. Some researchers argued that the teachers' perspective on the data
was very important while others reminded the audience of the problems involved
and the prior failure of action research. It was also mentioned that a
dicnotomy of purpose may exist because teachers were usually interested in
solving problems and not methodology while ethnographers were often interested
in process and method and not specific problems.



concentration of the research projects on learning rather than on
another substantive issue that was raised by several of the

icipants. Although this was a very valid assessment of the
projects, it should be remembered that the original focus of the
area, was on the study of classroom rules and discourse. In any

t is thought by some but not others that the research on
Tearing was probably a necessary step prior to undertaking the study of
tam: an aside, probably, the title of the conference, "Teaching
as a ic Process", was not the most appropriate description of the
type of research that was presented.

All_of the above issues are very complex and to adequately address each
issue would be beyond the scope and intent of this paper. Rather, it seems
more appropriate to address the four substantive issues identified by the
medbers of Panel Two. Those issues were (1) necessity of using multi-
disciplinary resources in classroom research and the problems involved; (2)
the coding, cataloging and indexing of data and the potential for multiple
analysis; (3) need to state underlying assumptions and to define research
terms and concepts; and (4) study of teaching within the context of schooling.

The'need and the acceptance of using methodological techniques and resources
other disciplines was evident

=in every research project. An example
of this need was how the Cooper project in employing a psychological

t needed a linguistic scheme for the analysis of language data
TheTennenbergiMorine-Dershiner project's use of psychological techniques
to elicit data for the study of multidisciplinary resources. Members of
the panel however, raised the issue of how researchers choose and select
the appropriate resources for their particular research problem. The avail-
ability of information on different research techniques and organizing
perapectives was felt to be scarce. Furthermore, several panel members,
obser=ved that researchers were seldom fully cognizant of the problems
involved in using or adapting a particular scheme of analysis or research
techniques. This situation was, in part, responsible for the confusion, and
misunderstandin4 that occurred when the methodologies and the resulting
data of particular projects were explained to the conference audience. On
a positive note, the panel members were enthusiastic about the group
research effort that was evident in each project. They applauded the new
attitudes and appreciations that were being developed towards research
methodologies from different disciplines. The type of data that was gen-
erated by these different methods was viewed as exciting by members of the
panel.

cataloging and indexing of data was the second substantive issue
the panel. Coder reliability and validity in terms of what data
and by whoa was viewed as one set of problems while the need for

speci ic information on how data was collected and in what context was
another. The fact that different theories and differences in methodological

each lead to how a particular research problem is defined and sub-
equently how data was viewed seemed to complicate how the coding of data

could be made more reliable and valid. In addition, several participants

2¢
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the point that there was a need, because of expense and duplication
of e ort, to begin to consider the possibilities of sharing data and

orming multiple analysis on already collected data However, the
sharing of data raised many procedural, legal and ethical questions that
would have to be addressed beforeirultiple analysisschemes could be
implemented. Mkintaining confidentiality, getting informed consent from
participants and negotiating access to data were some of the obvious
problems. Methodological concerns such as developing adeqUate coding
systems, getting enough information to understand the social context of
the data source, and receiving accurate language translations were some of
the other problems that were stated. The initial step in the direction of
data sharing, however, has been taken by each project by the thorough
indexing and cataloging of its data. The intent of the Simons/Gumperz and
the Erickson/Cazden projects to share computer data retrival systems is
another step towards the development of data sharing methods. In addition,
Erickson's catalog of audiovisual documentation of everyday life in school
was offered as an available model for developing data sharing procedures.
His catalog includes the following information: an index of major projects
that have research data; an annotated listing of films taken in classrooms;
a gui'a to filmmaking techniques and kinds of equipment; a procedure for
gett g access to films; and a discussion by teachers and administrators of
their reactions to filmmaking in classrooms.

The third substantive issue raised by the panel was the need to spec
and to clearly articulate the underlying assumptions that inform the
methodology and approach to the research problem. Each project by its
research design seemed to express implicit assumptions about classroom
discourse and its relationship to the teaching and learning process.
Assumptions concerning the effect of curricula, teaching methods, learning
contexts, group size, teacher characteristics, and cultural behaviors as
factors in the success or failure of children were often implied but
seldom stated. In addition, in every project presentation questions arose
concerning the definition of research terms and concepts. Terms and
concepts such as setting, key episode, service-like events, ethnograp
applied ethnography, personalization of instruction, language dominance and
several others often required further definition and clarification.
Although it may be important to spell out some of these terms and concepts
in more detail, John Gumperz's position that terms, "in the interactive
process, are ethnographic heuristics and not analytical primes" was
instructive in emphasizing the aforementioned need to articulate the
assumptions that direct the research process. It also serves as a caveat
to the dangers of standardizing terms.

The final issue discussed by the panel was the study of teaching within
the context of schooling. It was observed that classrooms are not isolated
from the community. Such factors as the location, educational philosophy,
population, and pouer relationships existing in communities, schools and
classroom may be important variables in the research process and the
subsequent research results. Within classrooms, variables such as



curriculum, participant structures, teaching strategies, teacher
iscs, and student composition must also be considered along with other
identified variables.

In sum, the panel brought forth the issue of the need for the research
projects to bring the broader e°- -its of schooling into their understanding
of the classroom as a social context.

Conclusion

Research projects reporting at this conference primarily focused on classroom
discourse as the area of research. Language use in the classroom was
studied from various perspectives and by various methodologies. The attention
of the research effort, for the most part, was focused on the language of
children as they interacted within the classroom setting. Emphasis on
processes of learning rather than an teaching occurred in all of the reporting
projects.

Methodologically, all of the projects used methods and resources from
different disciplines in addition to traditional ethnographic methods and
techniques. Innovative and exciting methodologies were developed in each
research project. This occurred, in part, because the uultidisciplinary
composition of each research group brought different perspectives and subse-

ly different methodologies to the research process.

In terms of where to go frum here, there seems to be a need for researchers
to know more about the research methods and techniques utilized in each

aae way this could be accomplished was suggested by Sylvia Scribner.
"d, We can write up our work or document our work, having in mind,

roduct that we can produce, perhaps, is to rake our methods or
ROTC available to other researchers." Perhaps, with the

assistance of the National Institute of Education, each project could describe
their methodology in a comprehensive document which then could be disseminated
to present and future researchers. For example, Marilyn Merritt's
application of secondary analysis techniques, Catherine Cooper's experimental
design, Tenenberg and Morine-Dershimer's emic and triangular analysis,
Ericksongazdem's two case analysis of organizational and instructional con-
texts, Simons/CUnperz's multifaceted scheme of data collection, Attinasi/

lacks commumity-school analysis and Cole's experiments with curriculum and
social contexts could be documented and and made available to others.

NIE Could also continue to develop other means of communication between and
among researchers. Conferences around mutual methodological concerns such
as data collection, coding schemes, systems of analysis, and methods of
retrieving and sharing data could be organized to facilitate the intellectual
dialogue between researchers and to improve the art and technology of
educational research.
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Finally, NUE could provide additional resources for researchers to examine
how their data could be used to address other research problems and to
explore how other researchers might benefit from using their data
Fred Erickson's catalog of research projects, the Simons/GUmperz -Erickson/
Cazden collaboration on computer retrieval systems, and the Hymes' synthesis
project are potential models that could be used as a starting point toward
achieving greater use of available data.

In sum, NIB has initiated eight innovative and outstanding research projects,
but as everyone is aware, it is just a beginning. Further research effort
and governmental support is required if we are to gain knowledge and under-
standing of the linguistic processes involved in learning and teaching.
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imoturnoN

The purpose of this paper is to explore the practical implications of
the research reported at the National Institute of Education Mid - Project
Research Forum Conference: Teaching as a Linguistic Process, July 9-11,
1979, frum the educational practitioner's viewpoint. The task of
commenting from this perspective is difficult in at least two respects.

First of all, the term educational practitioner covers a multitude of roles,
each of which implies different needs and different questions. The
educational practitioner can be the teacher trainer at the university
level responsible for the pre-service of prospective teachers as well as
the in-service and continuing education of experienced teachers; the person
within the school district responsible for the in-service training of ex-
perienced teachers, e.g., supervisor, program specialist, building
administrator, staff development provider; the curriculum specialist,
supervisor, or assistant superintendent charged with the implementation
of specific instructional programs on a system-wide or local building basis;
the building administrator charged with implementing instructional programs
within the context of a specific population of staff, students, and
community; or the teacher charged with instructing. Each role brings with
it a different set of questions or at least a different context for similar
questions.

Secondly, the researcher and the educational practitioner frequently have
different goals. Practitioners tend to approach research looking for clear
statements of conclusion or generalization which they can apply in their
educational role either on a pilot basis or in full implementation. Such a
quest, however, is not usually in consonance with the view of the
researcher who, fully aware of the tentative nature of his or her conclusions
and their generalizability, is extremely cautious about making statements
beyond his or her research.

Mindful of these difficulties, that is, the varied questions asked by
educational practitioners depending on their roles, and the different goals
of practitioner and researcher, this paper will examine each project
presented at the conference, noting those areas of interest to the
practitioner. The comments made do not reflect the perspective of all types
of practitioners outlined, but most often are made from the viewpoint of
persons responsible for the in-service of experienced teachers, persons
charged with the implementation of programs administratively, and teachers
in the classroom. The ensuing discussion is not confined to the main focus
of the research project, but also identifies any side issues which seem to
have practical import.
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The first section of this paper discusses the practical aspects identifiedfor each project. The comments specific to each project are to be used by
the principal investigator as he or she deems appropriate, and must be read
in t the context of that project report and proposal. The fact that many areasof practical implication are noted for some projects while fewer are noted forothers is not to be interpreted as a criticism of the research, but rather acomment on the limitations of the writer to. reach beyond the reported
research into the domain of educational practice. The second section of this
paper contains general comments resulting from reflection on all theprojects, and a third section summarizes comments from the panel discussion
held at the conclusion of the conference.

REVIEW OF SPECIFIC PROYECTS

"The View From Service-Like Events: Teaching Managing Linguistic
(/Communicative) Participation"

The mid-project report presented by Marilyn Merrittl studies the teacher's andstudent's management of linguistic participation in the classroom. This topictouches the very fabric of the elementary school day, in both the open and
self-contained classroom. A prime element contributing to experienced and
inexperienced teacher fatigue and frustration is the tension between wantingto minimize interruption and wanting to help each child as he or she needsit Some of the practical implications of the research seem to be thefollowing:

1. Classroom management is a topic that is often addressed in teacher
training and is frequently named as a problematic area by teachers and
administrators. The topic is elusive however and usually not discussed inanything but situation-specific terms. One component of classroom managementincludes the way the teacher manages his or her accessibility to individual
students while working with other students. Such accessibility is attained
through numerous unstated and implicit means.

Merritt's work indicates what appear to be five possible rules governing achild's success in gaining conversational access to the teacher in the class-room. Success is more likely if the child's approach:

is non-verbal only,
can be satisfied by the teacher non-verbally,

1Merritt, Marilyn. une 1979. "The View from Service-Like Events: Teachingas Managing Linguistic (/Communicative) Participation". Provisional final draft.
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c. is made during the teacher's "down-time"
d. has not been preceded by numerous disruptions

to the teacher's activity,
e. is made during a teacher activity more amenable

to interruption.

These are tentative statements which will most likely be more clearly stated
in the final report. Some generalizations like these would be most useful
in studying and improving a teacher's classroom management. Teachers need
to understand how communication is and can be regulated in their classrooms.They may then be guided toward alternative ways of managing such access and
thereby achieving the balance between helping the individual child and
being frequently "interrupted" by others.

2. One of the factors to be considered in deciding which students would profit
from placement in an open classroom setting rather than a sclf-contained
setting is the extent to which the child has internalized generally accepted
discourse rules for conversational access and is able to infer rules
specific to each classroom setting. Since conversational access needs to be
negotiated less in self-contained settings, it is possible that those
children who have difficulty inferring these rules should be placed in a
situation where their immediate mastery is less important and where these
rules can be "taught ". An example of such a child may be one with limited
English proficien_ who is, for lack of English, unable to process most of
the linguistic innw 3t even a literal level without having also to discover
how conversational -,:cess is obtained in a new culture and language.

Interesting questions related to this point are to what extent these classroomrules of conversational access apply across languages and cultures; to what
extent discourse rules of conversational access are generalizable across
classroom settings; what characteristics children share who are "slow" to
learn the rule:-; and what the implications are of not learning the rules.

3. It would seem that there must be children who have not internalized the
rules of conversational access operative in the classroom. For these
children, it may be possible to "teach" the rules, provided that the rules
are identified and that they are generalizable enough to be worth "teaching"
so that a child can apply them across classrooms. Some teachers may be more
skilled at regulating conversational access in a consistent manner, and
hence may help students internalize these rules more quickly and effectively.

downs underlying this suggestions include whether these rules are
generally learnable, and whether there is an age threshold at which a child
can more easily and readily acquire or infer rules governing conversational
access in the classroom. Merritt's work will provide at least a tentative
set of rules. It would be helpful if she could comment from her observations
on the characteristics of children who seem to have mastered those rules as
well as those who have not.
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"Inter-Generational Perspectives on Bilingualism: From Community to Classroom"

The research reported by Poplack et a12 addresses a very important question in
bilingualism, that is, the role of children in transmitting and possibly
transforming the linguistic norms of a community, and the role of the school
and community in impeding or accelerating the transmission of these norms
across generations. The proposal and report indicate the focus of the
study is the effects of school and community, as well as participation
in monolingual or bilingual programs, on children's language. Furthermore,
the proposal notes specific strategies are to be recommended for
curriculum development and training programs based on the researchers' data
on the language skills and needs of the children studied. This first-year
report, however, does not address these issues in detail. Nonetheless,
the report indicates areas where practical implications could be drawn.

1. Poplack et al suggest that different kinds of code-switching occurs
among their subjects depending on the speaker's fluency in both languages,
i.e., tag-switching is favored by non-fluent bilinguals, while sentential
and intrasentential switching is preferred by balanced bilinguals.

Such a finding may indicate a means of identifying balanced bilinguals by
analyzing the type of code-switching used by the speaker, provided it is
known to what extent these incidences of code-switching varieties are
generalizable beyond this community of speakers. Whether or not this means
of identification can be used as the basis for a formal assessment of
bilingual proficiency would demand another kind of study. A further
question to be considered is to what extent balanced bilingualism as
identified by sentential and intra-sentential code-switching correlates with
bilingual proficiency in the written domain of the languages, since school
systems need to consider proficiency in all language skills when placing
children in a bilingual program.

2. The writers note the importance of considering dialect characteristics
of the language spoken by the community, e.g., Spanish, in planning bilingual
curricula and language tests for native speakers of Spanish. This has long
been a problem in bilingual programs, where the dialect of the teacher and/
or curriculum does not match that of the students or their parents, so that
in some cases students must learn another variety Of their own language
in addition to learning a second language. TWo underlying problems seem
to be how to determine and define the language variety of the student, and
whether there exist instructional materials in that variety. If there are no
instructional materials, then it may be necessary to teach a second variety of
the students' language before instructional materials in that language can be
used.

-Poplack Pedro Pedraza, Alicia Pousada, and John Attinasi. July 1979.
"Inter-Generational Perspectives on BilingualismBili-nalism. From Community to Classroom".
Center for Puerto Rican Studies: City University of New York.
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It is not clear to what extent the research project reported by Poplack et al
will provide data related to these concerns

3. It can be assumed that the project's analysis of the linguistic, ethno-
g 'c, and attitudinal data for young children will give some indication
of impact of school bilingual programs on the transmission of
linguistic norms and language maintenance in the community. This question
touches upon one of the primary goals of many bilingual programs. In order
to assess the impact of bilingual programs, however, it will be important
to include among the variables stifled the language proficiency of children
when they enter the school program, and the kind of bilingual instruction
provided)in the bilingual classroom, e.g., while taught primarily in

anish, does the bilingual classroom also include instruction in reading
and writing skills in Spanish, or is the use of Spanish confined primarily
to the oral domain? Is Spanish the medium of instruction or the object of
instruction? These questions seem particularly relevant in "assessing the
effect of formal educational process on language use and language cage
in a bilingual setting" (16).3 It is hoped that Poplack et al will, by
including such data, be able to make some observations regarding the
impact of bilingual programs on linguistic norms and language maintenance
which then can be pursued for other communities.

4. Avery interesting byproduct of this study is the commentary on the
inadequacy of the test used in the project school to place students in
bilingual programs, i.e., the LAB test. While it is not the goal of this
research project to identify ways of improving program placement procedures
for bilingual students, it is hoped that the researchers will be very clear
in their' description of this test's inadequacies, and will be able to suggest
alternative placement procedures based on the results of their research, e.g.,
code - switching abilities, dialect varieties, etc.

While this report is preliminary, the issues that Poplack et al raise have
numerous practical implications. Some of these should be addressed in the
remainder of the project in such a way that bilingual education practitioners
will have some research information on which to base their program choices.
It will be those sorts of statements that will give this study more
practical impact than a descriptive ethnography developed in manual form for
teachers. The major question of the impact of bilingual program enrollment
on linguistic norms and language maintenance remains to be addressed in the
next two years of the project.

Mess otherwise stated, numbers in parentheses refer to pageS from
reports submitted at this conference.



'They're All the Same in Their Own Way"

The research reported by Cole et al4 addresses a crucial problem forpractitiors. Aware that numbers of students are underachieving andthat certain subgroups of students comprise a disproportinate number ofthese underachievers, administrators and teachers are engaged in a less thansuccessful search for materials and teaching strategies to meet thesestudents' needs. The Cole group seems to be addressing a more basic problemrelated to underachievement, that is how different ways of structuringclassroom events affect different children's learning, so that certain kindsof classroom organization
are optimal for some children, while others aretimal for other groups of children.

Several aspects of this research have practical implications for educators:
1. The mid-project report indicates that the performance of the childrenstudied depends in great part on how classroom events are structured, thatis, what kind of task is presented, how the child's performance is elicited,
in what order the child is called on, how large the group is in which thechild is included, etc. Such a conclusion matches the educator's intuition,
and the researchers have pointed to an aspect of teaching that is manipulable.To tell the practitioner that different children learn differently is in itselfnot helpful. To indicate that the way the instructional event is structured'affects children's performance, on the other hand, is helpful since the
practitioner can adjust the event for different groups of children and forindividual children. This is particularly true for the elementary schoolteacher who is generally accustomed to providing a variety of activities
for a number of groups.

Some questions must be addressed, however, before the practitioner can apply
this research to the classroom, among them what the general characteristics
are of children who perform better and less well, in each setting, and atwhat kinds of tasks. Assuming that Cole's research will indicate these
general characteristics, two practical areas will be affected: teacher
monitoring of children's performance, and the teacher's tailoring the taskto the child. While many teachers monitor their students' responses and
performance, such monitoring is most likely confined to the kind of product
produced by the child, rather than the child's performance in relation to
the structure of the classroom event in which the child is operating. Based
on Cole's research, the teacher can improve his or her monitoring of a child's
performance by considering the classroom setting and the nature of the requiredtask as two factors that can be adjusted.

Cole, Michael, Peg Griffin, and Denis Newman. July 1979. "They're All the
Same in Their Own Way". San Diego: University of California.
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With the information from the Cole study the teacher should be better able
to adjust the instructional setting and task to the child. That is, if
certain types of children perform better in a test situation when they are
in a small group, in a one-to-one situation, or verbally rather than in
written form, then the teacher, alert -o this information, may be able to
choose the testing situation appropriate to the particular child. At the
very least, the practitioner will be assisted in knowing "what kinds of
inferences about children's capabilities in what situations are warranted
and what kinds of situational variability is plausible" (58).

2. The research report shows certain kinds of tasks have varied effects on
different children, for example, turn-taking when the order in which a
child is called on can influence both the information given by the child
as well as its accuracy. The effect of turn-taking may vary depending on
the characteristics of the child, for example, a child of limited English
proficiency may be aided by taking a later turn, since he or she may
benefit from hearing the syntactic patterns preceding his or her answer.

The kinds of questions asked also may favor one child more than another.
The Cole report indicates that teachers viewing tapes made of their
classes recognized this fact to some extent by identifying different kinds
of questions, their co-occurence with parts of the lesson, and the
differentiated ability of children to respond to these question types.

Some generalizations concerning the kinds of questions posed and the effects
of the order of questions within the sequential development of the lesson
would help teachers better analyze students' performance, more accurately
estimate the child's capabilities, and more appropriately adapt the
instruction to the child's needs. Cole's study should be able to provide some
of these generalizations as the difficulty of varied tasks for different
kinds of children is more thoroughly examined.

In general, therefore, the Cole research has extremely important implications
for educational practitioners because of its focus on how the structure of
classroom events influences the learning of the student. What is needed,
however, before such research can be translated into practice is a set of
clear statements outlining what kinds of students are affected in what
manner by certain kinds of classroom events. It is hoped that such a set of
statements will result from this research. Such a product would assist
practitioners who suspect that classroom practises have much to do with why
certain groups of students are perennially underachieving.

An objection that the researchers might well encounter concerns the nature of
the curricular materials used in the research design. While carefully
constructed to meet the demands of cognitive psychological research, the
curriculum itself and the materials created to implement it are too, simple
and neat to resemble any sort of "real life" curriculum implemented in a
classroom, and hence the results of the research are not generalizable to a class-room setting outside of the research environment. While the purity of curriculum
materials is essential to this experimental design, it would be an added contri-bution to the knowledge of how classroom events influence students' learning werethe research to include at some point some curricular materials presently usedby school systems.

35
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The practitioner would encourage the Cole research team not to lose sightof the very important implications their study has for teaching in theschool setting: certain kinds of teaching events affect certain studentsin different ways. The more specific the research team can be on the "how",the more practical impact their work will have

"Participant Perspectives of Classroom Discourse"

The brine- Dershimer and Tenenberg research5 addresses a phenomenon which isbothersome to many educational practitioners, that is miscommunication
occurring in the classroom at the student's receptive level. The projectreport describes the researchers' initial findings concerning studentperception of classroom discourse based on student report of perceived
language units, and a comparison of these perceptions with student
perceptions of discourse in home and play settings. The initial findingsappear to have interesting practical implications for practitioners, someof which are the following:

1. There appears to be a shift in student perception of discourse as
familiarity with the setting increases and the formality of the settingdecreases. Students report more complex language units observed in the mostfamiliar, i.e., family setting. Furthermore, the later it is in the schoolyear the more complex units are reported. It is not clear what implication
the perception of complex language units has for students' language
perception, nor for any area of language performance, and this must be
specified before the project information can become usable. However, if itis the case that student language capabilities, either receptive or
productive, differ depending on student familiarity with the setting, thenthis has implications

on teachers' expectations for student performance inlanguage skill areas. For example, it may be preferable for language artsinstruction to concentrate on simpler language units at the beginning of the
year, saving more complex units for later. Secondly, in working with more
complex units, teachers might do well to center discussion and writing topics
on familiar topics in familiar settings when expecting students to produce
more complex language structures. It would be interesting to see in what
way language arts materials used by teachers follow this orientation.

Another implication of this shift in student perception is that expectations
of student language use should be based on observations of student speech atplay and in the home, where the degree of complexity in the child's language
repertoire becomes most apparent. If the child uses few complex language unitsin these informal areas, then any expectation of the child's being able to
use complex units in more formal settings is unrealistic and unproductive.

.rime -Dershimer, Greta, and Morton Tenenberg. July 1979. "Participant
Perspectives of Classroom Discourse". Hayward, California: CaliforniaState University.
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2. While grade level, cultural background, and reading achievement level
appear not to correlate with a difference in perception of language use,peer status does. Such a finding highlights the importance of the social
system in the classroom for language reception as well as production. Asnoted above, it is not clear in what way student report of language units
and salient features as defined in this study relate to language
reception, but if in fact they do, then the importance of peer status on
language skills must be recognized by educators. Teachers should heighten
their awareness of their students' peer status. Higher peer status
should be fostered, not impeded, and students of higher peer status should be
tapped as role models and peer tutors in language skill areas.

3. Marine-Dershimer and Tenenberg indicate their intent to study the speedwith which students acquire rules of classroom discourse. Information on
such acquisition would assist educators in forming realistic expectations ofstudents' language reception and possibly production in class. It may be
possible that a student's cultural and language background, for example, may
affect his or her acquisition of such rules, so that a child of limited
English proficiency, or a child dominant in a second dialect, may need a
longer time to acquire rules of classroom discourse than standard English
speakers. It is not clear from this report, however, how the authors
intend to study speed of acquisition.

While these may well be some of the practical implications that can be drawn
from this study, it is important that certain points be clarified by the
researchers:

a. To what do the "rules of classroom discourse" discussed
in this report refer? Are these rules generally followed
and applicable in classroom settings? To what extent
are these rules contextually based, that is, based on the
nature of the particular classroom and teacher, or based
on the grade level of the students, or based on the
subject matter being taught?

b. In what way is student report of language units and
salient features related to the same student's receptive
capabilities? How is this related to the student's
productive capabilities?

If these questions can be answered during the next two years of the project,
and the areas of inquiry outlined in the project are pursued, it is likely
that there will be further implications to be drawn from this study.
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"Children's Discourse in Cooperative and Didactic Interaction: Developmental
Patterns in Effective Learning"

The purpose of Cooper's6 research is to identify e characteristics of
effective and ineffective interaction among children in cooperative and
didactic peer learning situations. In particular Cooper intends to specify
developmental patterns of children's discourse in these learning situations,
and make a comparative examination of various physical settings, role
structures, and patterns of age, sex, and ethnic group differences.

In view of the fact that peer learning and peer tutoring have become
increasingly popular concepts, Cooper's work should yield practical
implications bearing on these concepts and on their implementation.

1. Cooper's report underlines the importance of encouraging peer learning
situations which permit the interacting children to capitalize on their own
skills when helping each other. Any kind of "training" of children to
help others should simply reinforce the effective strategies children of
that age tend to use Based on Cooper's mid-project report, some
effective teaching strategies of children appear to be:

a. kindergarten: the use of more descriptive information,
accompanied by defining gestures, and the provision of
step-by-step guidance to partners,

b. second grade: the use of a more elaborate orientation
prior to the beginning of the activity, the use of
explicit description, and active interest in their
partner's comprehension of the instructions.

Ineffective strategies identified by the study are:

a. kindergarten: the provision of vague, inexplicit
information, and preoccupation with the child's own
activities rather than those of the partner,

second grade: the monitoring of their own state of
understanding in the learner role.

Cooper suggests that peer learning activities "may be fruitful and feasible
targets for oral language activities that could enhance children's learning
in these grades". Indeed, it would seem useful to the practitioner if
Cooper would, in her final report, summarize the effective teaching strategies
observed by grade and age, i.e., kindergarten and second v;de, so that they
may form the basis for classroom, center, and individual activities designed
for use in these grades.

Cooper, Catherine R. "Children's Discourse in Cooperative and Didactic
interaction: Developmental Patterns in Effective Learning_ ". University o
Texas at Austin.
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In addition, factors which affect children's teaching and learning in peer
situations should be delineated, for example, the effect of ethnic group
difference in peer teaching and learning situations by age level, the
effect of sex, and the physical settings which are more appropriate for certain
kinds of learning activities or certain participants. The more specific
the information for each variable, the more useful.

2. Another observation which Cooper notes has implications for school
learning is that "peer learning occurs in the context of a network of social
or friendship relations". The extent to which a child participates in a
peer learning situation depends, it would seem, on his or her network of
friends and social relations, so that some children may benefit little, if
at all, from peer learning activities simply because they are in contact
with few other children. This observation is important since it is
frequently assumed that in peer learning activities each child has many
contacts. Research like Cooper's should encourage practitioners to take a
closer look at their pupils' social network in the classroom and where
needed provide some peer interaction for children lacking it.

3. Since much learning in the classroom occurs among peers, both formally
and informally, particularly in the "open" classroom, Cooper's research can
make a valuable contribution to practitioners by specifying how children
effectively help other children to learn. It is important that Cooper
indicate specifically what children's effective teaching strategies are.
Further questions to be answered once the teaching strategies are
delineated are: whether or not these effective teaching strategies can be
taught to other children and what effective learning strategies of children
in a peer situation are. Hopefully Cooper's final report will specify
effective teaching and learning strategies according to the variables listed
in her proposal, so that teachers can apply some of these findings at least
to selected children i their classes.

"Language at School and Home: Theory, Methods, and Preliminary Findings"

The Cook-GUmperz et al report7 addresses a crucial issue in education: the
problem of differential learning in school, based on the discontinuity
between home and school. The researchers intend to "utilize the ethnographic
findings in conversational analysis to show how grammatical knowledge and
knowledge of linguistic conventions combine with background knowledge and
the understanding of goals in the interpretive process" (19). A substantive
focus of this study is "the influence of children's language on their

Cook -C perz, Jenny, John J. Gumperz, Herbert D. Simons. July 1979.

"Language at School and Home: Theory, Methods, and _Preliminary Findin
Berkeley: University of California.
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acquisition of literacy skills", particularly the discontinuity between a
child's oral language background and the written demands of school. Areas
of practical implication can be summarized as follows:

1. Cook- erz et al indicate that children tend to come to school from
a home background where decontextualized speech is common and must then
learn to adapt to an environment relying heavily on contextualized speech.
Furthermore, the researchers indicate that individual and ethnic differences
affect children's familiarity with these styles. An early task for the
teacher therefore would be to design language arts instruction which would
lead the child from his fluency in decontextualized (non-autonomous) language
to fluency in autonomous language in order to survive in a non-home, non-
familiar, i.e., school, environment. Ethnic differences as well as any
other kinds of diferences which would apply to groups of children should be
specified as the research nears completion.

2. The researchers were to concentrate their first year work on pilot
testing instruments "to measure children's use of their metalinguistic skills
and autonomous speech style" (25). If performance on these instruments
meets the researchers' expectations by correlating with reading and writing
skill, then perhaps such a task or series of tasks could be used by
educators to determine children's autonomous speech style, their
metalinguistic skills, and consequently their reading and writing skill.
If it is important that educators help children acquire proficiency in
autonomous speech style, and furthermore if there is a correlation between
such proficiency and reading and writing skills such that language use
influences school performance, then it is important that educators be able
to ascertain their students' proficiency in these related areas.

3. The researchers' analysis of first grade sharing time indicated that
certain children evoked a response in the teacher's speech which encouraged
more topic-centered narrative talk than did other children. The children so
assisted by interaction with the teacher were consequently being trained to
produce more literate sounding accounts. The authors' report on the effect
of cultural background on this type of exchange will be particularly important
to educators working in bicultural and multicultural settings. It is hoped
that this project's final report will describe specifically what effect
various cultural backgrounds have on such exchanges as well as ways in which
the teacher can adjust his or her response in order to encourage narrative
talk from students of various cultural backgrounds.

ok -perz et al indicate some areas in which the black children perform,
ently than the white children in their study. Their observations have

Important implications for how classroom activities are structured and how
the performance of different groups of children is evaluatedby the teacher:

a. Noted is the difference between the way the black and
the white children respond to paper and crayon tasks: the
black children tended to ask for assistance, although they
were familiar with the tasks, with a characteristic prosodic
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c Mr interpreted by the researchers as indicating
a`lesire for company rather than-an inability to
Terform. If fulther analysis indicates this is Tahe case
then it would seem advisable to train teachers in pre=
service and in-service activities to recognize such
beauty:it:Y-1' and correctly interpret it so that teachers
willnint evaluate a child's ability on the basis of
this perfoperformance

. In the cohesion of oral and written reports
of Viers, this research indicates the tendency
ofidrime-children to use prosodic cues signalling
cohesion which are more readily translatable into
written connectives than the ones occurring in the
blaCk children's speech- If the researchers' _final
-report indicates that this is the case, then it is

researchers can give some indication of ways
in which teachers can structure =oral work to
emphasize the use ofprosodic cues resembling written
connectives to those in need of such instruction.

se noted here have important implications for classroom m
t k rz et al pursue them lathe: next stages

in terms of linguistic _generalizations.
in training teachers torecognize:how!children

Ty in their behavior, this variatiorsametimes
tic cohesion in oral and literary LmrIplage")

tip children's appeals"). Not only is teachers4
-fferentbahaviors a goal to be achdeved using the
search, but more importantly, instructional activities
to take into account the factors outlined by this research.

To the ext t the authors can suggest specific types of activities to
meet the .pied. needs of identifiable groups of children, e.g., black and

--te liM! results of this research can be more quickly assimilated, into
educational practice.
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rSocial and COltural Organization of Interaction in Class
Children

The research reported by Bricks . It al8 touches on some very important
ti , particularly for eduL,I,rs working with a multicultural student
ton. Focusing on classroc, where many of the children are. Spanish-
t or bilingual Spanish-English, the researchers have three purposes:

(1) to learn more about the social uses of English and
Spanish in pedagogical interaction and in non-instructional

Frederick, Courtney Cazden, Robert Carxasco. 1979. "Social and
ganization of Interaction in. Classrooms of Bilingual Children".
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situations, (2) to investigate the cultural
organization of social relationships in routine
instructional and noninstructional interaction in the
classrooms, and (3) to determine the sociolinguistic
repertoires of the teachers and of focal students (2).

The issue addressed, that is, the cultural organization of interaction
between teacher and student in the bilingual. classroom, has implications not
only for the training of teachers in bilingual /multicultural settings, but also
for bil. guai program design as implemented in local school settings.

.1. One of the fundamental questions addressed by this study is, given
different repertoires on the part of teachers and of students depending on
their cultural and language backgrounds, what are the varying ways in which
these factors interact in the classroom? This question is often considered,
at least implicitly, by bilingual educators in implementing a bilingual
program design. It surfaces in the appointment and assignment of teachers,
as well as the assignment and grouping of children, with little basis in
research for decisions made. When completed, the results of this research
may indicate that placement of students under the direction of a teacher who
does not share the same sociolinguistic repertoire has adverse effects on
academic performance, or, on the other hand, the results may indicate ways
in which teacher and students accommodate to each other across sociolinguistic
repertoires so that adverse effects are avoided.

An extension of this question which remains unaddressed concerns the inter-
action between students and teacher, when they share the same language but
not the same cultural background, e.g., how is classroom interaction between
student and teacher affected when the teacher is from Puerto Rico and the
students are from Nicaragua or Bolivia? in what ways do the sociolinguistic
repertoires of teacher and students differ and how does this affect academic
performance?

2. The researchers note that the interweaving of instructional and non-
instructional talk in Spanish and English differed depending on the subject
content of the activity. Math activities, for example, seemed to permit
more noninstructional talk than reading activities. It would seem then that

one could expect increased interaction in the students' dominant language,
.g. Spanish, during math-like activities than reading-like activities even

if the instruction in both is given in the second language, e.g., English.
In structuring the day for bilingual program implementation, it may be the
case, then, that interaction in subject matter such as reading will be in
one language, perhaps the second, and subject matter like math which lends
itself to more noninstructional interaction may be in the other language,

perhaps the dominant.
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3. Helping each other is reported as being encouraged by the two teachers
observed. Quite chatting is tolerated, apparently because it neither halts
nor appreciably slows the children's work. Erickson et al note that the
distinction teachers often tend to emphasize between one child's work and
the work of another is therefore blurred, as is the distinction between work
time (instrumental) and play time (expressive). If in effect this
distinction is being blurred, then teachers should be trained to look at
classroom interaction without making these distinctions.

4. Both classrooms observed by the researchers were taught by Latino teachers
and both avoided public competition in academic achievement. Cultural styles
of interaction have frequently been grouped as competitive or cooperative.
The second year of this study will include observation of two Anglo teachers.
Analysis of both sets of classrooms in terms of competition may indicate a
difference between Anglo and Latino teachers and the effect on the student's
academic achievement. The results of this analysis may give same guidance to
local school administrators in their decision on student placement. It may,
for example, be more beneficial to students from Latino backgrounds to be
placed with Latino teachers because of their shared avoidance of "audienced

etition.

5. Personalization of instruction by the teachers is noted in both classrooms.
This personalization is shown in dyadic instructional encounters as well as in
the large group context. Both teachers seem to treat the children familiarly
and at least one bestows gestures of affection on the children through
kisses, hugs, etc. Research on this project next year should indicate, by
commmparison with Anglo teachers, to what extent the observed personalization
is culture-based, as distinct from simply personal differences, and to what
extent it is applicable across cultures. If analysis shows that this type of
personalization is part of the sociolinguistic repertoire of the Latino
teachers, but not of the Anglo teachers, then the researchers should identify
the affect on students across repertoires, i.e., what is the effect of the
Anglo's teaching style on Latino children and on Anglo children? what is the
effect of the Latino's teaching style? what cross-cultural adaptive mechanisms
are used to accommodate persons, i.e., teacher, students, from other
cultures?

The information gleaned from this avenue of inquiry will be pertinent to
educators working in a bilingual setting, not only in providing a basis
for assignment of teacher and students, but also in training teachers to re-
cognize and adapt to other sociolinguistic repertoires than their own.

The questions posed by the project touch on the whole fabric of the
instructional day for educators operating in a bilingual or multicultural
setting and are as pertinent for settings where students already have
considerable proficiency in English as for those where students have limited
English proficiency. The extent to which the similarities between the two
teachers is culture-based must be specified and the analysis between these and
Anglo teachers pursued. Furthermore the interaction between teachers and
students with different sociolinguistic repertoires must be studied to idea'
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what the effects of cultural differences in interaction rules are on the
participation of Anglo and Latino children. Finally the researchers intend
to answer questions about "how, linguistically and nonverbally,
communicative functions are accomplished in interactional performance" (15).

Since the answers to the questions studied have considerable impact for
educators concerning teacher assignment, student placement, and classroom
management, it is hoped that the researchers will draw inferences from
their data analysis that will provide educators with guidance in these
problems.

GENERAL CallvaTTS

The preceding discussion outlined some of the practical implications to each
of the reported projects, based on the mid-project papers presented at this
conference and the submitted proposal. Not all of the implications noted
were contained in either the report or the proposal. In fact, the degree of
attention to practical areas varied from extensive in some of the research
projects to minimal in others, despite promises in the original proposals.

Some of the research funded may be called basic, while other research here
reported is clearly applied. The expectations for each kind of research
should be made clear by the funding agency, and the research reports, in
turn, should state their commitment to basic or applied research. In this
way the basic researcher will not feel obliged to append some statements
about practical implications that were not carefully considered within the
context of the project, and the applied researcher, on the other hand, will
not be let off the hook on developing practical implications from his or
her work.

One area of concern is dissemination of research results, analyses, and
implications. Some one or some group of professionals must make research
results clearly stated, in a manner digestible by the practitioner, and
available to those who can make best use of the results. The responsibility
for such dissemination is Shared between researchers and educators.
Researchers have the responsibility for stating clearly and simply the results
of their research so that educators will become aware of their studies,
and understand them well enough to apply some of the results and
recommendations to the program in which they work. Educators have the
responsibility to communicate to other educators and to researchers the
results from implementation of recommendations deriving from research studies.
In disseminating research results to educators, researchers should know that
their audience consists not only of teachers, but also administrators charged
with the responsibility for program implementation and teacher training
within each school system. These administrators communicate new information
to teachers and other school personnel, and prepare program revisions to be
implemented in the classroom. They can be reached often through conferences
and publications of professional groups within the educational field, e.g.,
NABE (National Association of Bilingual Education), NASSP (National Association
of Secondary School Principals), etc., through service networks, the LAU
Centers, Title VII Dissemination Centers, the Teacher b3rps Network, and
through professional journals, e.g., THE KAPPAN, HARVARD EDUCATIONAL REVIEW,
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etc. Such means of dissemination should be used moreely be;.researc hers communicating the results of research on tealearning and its implications for practice.

to educators by researchers must be carefully prepared.
maws, or .,a manual based on ethnographic observations,tors, especially teachers, are inundated with manuals

y- .which are not useful either because they prove not tooud.the -research setting or more importantly becausest tion and follow-through in the use of a manual or
re, it should not be assumed that educators are attuned,q ions as .an ethnographer, sociolinguist, or cognitivechsychologist. The question educators ask tends to be simple and importguit:,vhat_eun be .done =prove the .achievement and self-worth of students <within,PUrinstmctional or professional responsibilities? Every piece of

teachinz,and learning should attempt to answer this basic

as those represented at this conference should be developingly and collectively the means for school people to bettereir students and adopt more effective instructinnal settings,
materials. The communication of these means should not beor ,fonnal teacher training programs, because new programs,
curricula are introduced regularly _in school systems
onnal teacher training .programs. Rather results of research

_ earning should be communicated to _educators in the field,icartizulurly- to those who, by their ability to effect change administratively,canimalce a difference in program design and implementation either at the localschool or .district-wide level.
r :thy viewpoint of bilin -bicultural, or multilin -multiculturalecat .,an area of particular concern to school districts as they

to meet federal and state guidelines for educating students with
d glish _proficiency, %the array of projects here reviewed leaves

certain questions unaddressed. Some of these are:

a. the nature of second language .acquisition in the school
setting, and its relation to specific curricula,
instructional program design, and kinds of instruction given,

the transferability of learning across languages, and the
implications of transferability for program design and
curricula,

the relationship of literacy in the first language to
acquisition of the second language,
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the characteristics of successful teaching of limited
English proficiency students in the _regular English=
speaking classroom.

Finally it should be noted that although the grants announcement under which
these projects were funded specified that attention be directed to the
elementary school level, the questions addressed by these projects as well
as the areas listed above are every bit as critical at the secondary and
adult education level.
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PANEL DISCUSSION COMMENTS

Following presentations by the principal investigators of each project here
reported, a panel discussion9 explored the practical implications of the
project. Their comments are here summarized.

There are two themes common among the projects reported10. The first theme
can be seen in the trend to "study down", that is to concentrate on the
least powerful groups within the educational society, students and teachers.
The theme is one of implicit advocacy for these two groups, that children,
particularly poor and "ethnic" children, are smarter than many commonly
used measures show, and that teachers can both take greater responsibility
for research within their classrooms, and, once aware of social interaction
and language use in the classroom, improve their classroom organization and
instruction.

A second theme seen among the projects is the "expansion of method" Apparent
both in the cross-disciplinary approach of the reported projects and in the
inclusion of varied settings for study, rather than a single setting.

Allowing the teacher to function in the dual role of instructor and ethnographer
has both advantages and disadvantagesll. Involvement of the teacher in ethno-
graphy can improve his or her understanding of classroom dynamics and in this
sense it is good. On the other hand, teachers' ethnographic knowledge of
the classroom may be disadvantageous if the knowledge gained thereby adversely
affects interaction.

Panel members included: W. Robert Carrasco, Dr. Celia Genishi, Dr. Hugh Mahan,
and Dr. Marie E. Shiels-Djouadi.

10Comments by Hugh Mehan. See dix 1 for text of comments.

11Comments by Robert L. Carrasco. See Appendix 2 for text of comments.
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A similarity among the projects is the effort to properly reimburse cooperating
teachers, schools, and school districts. Such reimbursement takes the form,
in some cases, of providing substitutes, aides, or resource assistance for
the participating classroom teachers. In other instances, field trips and
teacher workshops were provided for classes and for teachers and school
staffs. There was, however, a notable absence in focus on either effectiveness
or student outcomes12. Teachers are concerned about effectiveness, i.e.;
what makes a difference in curriculum in instruction. Yet with the exception
of Cole et al, there was no discussion of what content is taught within each
project's purview, nor was there any discussion or intended analysis leading
toward a recommendation on what content is more effective to teach, or how.

A second area notably absent from discussion was the matter of student out-
comes, not in the sense of higher standardized test scores, but rather in
terms of effective learning: what it is and how it happens. Both of these,
however, seem to be high on the list of practitioners' concerns. To meet
the needs of teachers and other practitioners, researchers must tackle the
question of effectiveness by preparing a tentative set of generalizable
statements at the conclusion of the study for the benefit of practitioners
looking for ways to improve teaching and learning.

The panel concluded by offering recommendations to the National Institute
of Education, funding agency and sponsor of the conference, among them:

that the National Institute of Education should unambi-
guously state, and then monitor, the degree to which research
projects should extend their work to the realm of the
practical, being careful to distinguish between basic and
applied research in this regard.

That a clustering of projects be promoted so that where the
area of inquiry and methodOlogy are congruent, research
efforts can be shared among several investigating groups.

that more responsibility be assumed by the National
Institute of Education, particularly program specialists,
for sharing with new projects the expertise and insight of
National Institute of Education staff, review panelists, and
previous researchers to avoid duplication of effort.

that the practice be instituted of convening similar review
conferences in late summer or early fall, to provide
investigators with the opportunity to gain insights from
other projects working in the same research field.

Comments made by Celia Genishi.

4 7
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Finally, the panel,'as well as the conference participants, expressedappreciation to the Teaching and Learning staff of the National Instituteof Education for providing the opportunity to explore together commoninterests and concerns evolving in the presently funded research projects.
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ndix 1.

Comments

Mehan

1. A theme that I found through the studies reported at this conference,
and a practice found in educational research in general is "studying down".
Studiig down implies conducting research on people less powerful than the
researcher, and less powerful in general societal arrangements. Children
are the least powerful contingent in the school system; teachers are the
second least powerful. Yet, these two groups are the most studied.

There is a certain advocacy tied up in this practice of studying down. That
is, there is a set of beliefs, often implicitly stated, sometimes explicitly
stated, about children and teaching. The belief concerning children seets
to be that they are smarter than some measures we have used have s
This is particularly true of poor and "ethnic" children. Therefore,
children are observed in one situation (for example, a test or an experiment)
and they "look dumb ", we do not conclude that they are really "dumb".
Instead, we observe ihem in other situations (classrooms, homes, streets).
If they do well in these other contexts, we conclude that there is something
in the nature of the orgdnization.of the situation not in the organization
of the children's training that leads to the less desirable display.

The belief about the teachers seems to be that they can take greater and
greater responsibility for teaching and research. This is a position that
Hymes (1972) articulated as the teacher becoming an ethnographer of his/her
own classroom situation. This theme has influenced the work of the Erickson
group, the Shuy-Griffin CAL study, the Cazden-Mehan collaboration, and is
readily apparent throughout the studies represented at the Frederisksburg
conference.

I am a firm believer in this position, and have been trying to implement it
in the preparation of pre-service elementary school teachers at ACSD. From
Smith's talk, it is clearly a functioning principle at Penn's Graduate School
of Education. Yet, we must be aware of the difficulties inherent in asking
teachers to be teachers and researchers simultaneously. First of all, the
teaching of students on a day-to-day basis is an overwhelming, consuming,
experience. Teachers become caught up in the practical circumstances of
curriculum organization, lesson planning, field trip scheduling. They embody
everything that Shutz (1962) had in mind when he talked about people in
everyday life being "practical theorists". By its very nature, research
and particularly research influenced by the ethnographic tradition, is
reflective and theoretic in orientation. It demands an immersing yes,, but
a distancing as well These two "attitudes" (Shutz 1962)--"the attitude of
daily life" and the "scientific attitude" may be incompatible, if a single
person is asked to adopt them for the same period of time An after-the-fact
consideration of a year of teaching may be more possible than a demand for
reflection on a daily basis (Cazden 1976, Florio and. Walsh 1979).



e is an implicit directive for social change in the.comection. If teachers become more and more awareal interaction, and the organization of languageit classrooms in a more beneficial manner.
teaching learning process within the classroom

e the inherent weakness in the teacher's position,fi to prepare teachers to be ethnographerstion.
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The argument has been made that it might be profitable for a teacher to
become an "ethnographer" of his or her own classroom. We should examine
the implications of what is meant by this Ethnography, classically conceived,
is a description of culture where culture has been implied as a holistic
consideration of a cultural group or society. As this meeting, we have been
talking about schools and classrooms, and therefore, we really cannot make
an exact parallel between school/classroom and culture if we follow
John Gumperz's position that schools/classrooms should not be referred to
nor considered as "cultures". If we cannot make this parallel then we must
agree with Spradley and McCurdy (1972) who say that we can trade off the
ethnographic method to study social situations. They define "social
situations"

A social situation is made up of persons, their
interactions, a place or location, and objects.
A fifth-grade classroom is a social situation
made up of people who are acting vis-a-vis one
another. They are located in a particular
place that includes a variety of objects such
as desks, chalk, and books (p.27).

The school is a social situation and it does take "knowledge" by the teacher
and students as participants to get through those recurrent situations. In
the Goodenough (1971) sense of the term, "knowledge" is what a person needs
to know and do to communicate- and perform effectively and appropriately in a
Tig=cTfatting. Therefore, what school ethnography is doing is looking
at the social aspects and the cognitive aspects in these situations--knowing
and doing. And this seems like a good-thing to do.

There is some evidence that this approach is useful. Hugh "Bud" Mehan and
'Frederick D. Erickson report, for example, that when they have given pre-'
service and in-service workshops for teachers on this type of research, that
one of the things teachers say is "Your videotape.... it resonates with the
way I've taught my classroom. I did'nt have a way of talking about it before
but nos/I have a vocabulary and an 'extra' eye for understanding what's
going on in my classroom" (personal communication during the conference). So
while this type of research can reveal to "teachers what they already know,
it helps make explicit the subtle, tacit, implicit, or hidden culture. To
surface it leads to better understanding of what one is doing. This is one
thing classroom ethnography can do.
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ig it can do is the kind of thing Carrasco (1979) and Florio (1978)enced. They pointed out to teachers things they did not know abouttheir classrooms and now they see their classrooms in a different moremositive way. However, we have got to be cautious here because one of the.things that couldilappen is that by pointing out classroom "things" to teachers,Iteachers.could use that knowledge to the disadvantage of children in thosesituations. Nbreover, it is possible that ethnographic knowledge can exploitchildren's culture. The things that are going on between children in peerxelationships away from the teacher (that the teacher may not be aware of....and'maybe tea ers shoulriiot-be aware of) are part of a variety of thingsthat make up the:classroam, and it may very well be that these out-of-teacher-awareness,peer relationships are the things that make children go to schoolOr simply make kids "go".

To come right to the point, there are some things that perhaps teachers
should-not be aware of and these pieces of knowledge as surfaced by class-room.ethnographers may be best left intact and implicit to the teacher. Sosuggest that we must be careful not to turn the spotlight on too much, forWhat we as social scientists may consider "knowledge for potential practicalapplication of research, Lain differ when this knowledge is presented toteachers who in turn see iither-"Lmknown" applications. This we mustconsider before we take the teacher on to the ethnographic road..

Teachers have complained that researchers walk into their classrooms, takedata, and leave nothing in return. If -a classroom ethmographer is to performa "good" ethnography, then the trusting relationship between the teacherand researcher must be established and maintained before, our -- and afterobservation and data collection. And these relationships must more tatsimply, "professional" relationships; they must also be "personal" relation-
Ships established by teacher and researcher.

Professional relationships,''-ifmaintained over time, dwindle and weaken as researchers fail to provide
feedbock--knowledge found in the field--and is so provided, it is usuallytoo, late for iimnediate practical use and implementation. The teacher, there-fore, loses confidence in the effort and the enthusiasm is shattered. Someresearchers whose long projects do not allow immediate feedback capabilities,such .as "Social and Cultural Organization of Interaction in Classrooms ofBilingual Children" (Erickson, Cazden, and Carrasco), have found it necessaryto go beyond the professional relationship to the personal relationship.This group of researchers found that professional relationships would notsustain-themselves over time. They sensed that spending long periods of -time "in,their territories" (classrooms), the professional relationship begunwould- cause:the delicate and necessary trust between their teachers and them-selves, to deteriorate. Being able to "smse" this, the researchers went
beyond-f"professionalism" and switched hats. One researcher became a math
resource for the teacher since he had been a math advisor early in his career.This same 'researcher also took time to take the teachers to lunch, dinner andsometimes just for a few cocktails. While some people may think that this is
unprofessional, it is very fruitful in the maintenance of research relation-ships,,and in the long run the researcher has also acquired another "friend".Another researcher, known by the teachers as an expert in child language
.Cazden), also switched research hats and gave mini-seminars on child
language over breakfast, lunch and dinner with the teachers. These mini--sessions really turned out tc be "getting to know each other" sessions where
personal relationships were eitablished.
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Most likely there have been other such "unreported" efforts (probably
because government agencies do not regard such affairs as business).
Researchers are dealing with people who deal with other people and cannot
treat people like machines. We all have feelings and researchers should not
be afraid to reveal them in the establishment of personal relationships with
other professionals. There are some reported efforts (because they are
officially allowed) that consider the teacher-researcher relationship, for
example the provision of a substitute teacher or aide. While these efforts
may seem like a mild form of "pay off", and they could be if the teacher
senses insincerity in the effort, they are very beneficial and should be a
necessary part of the research process, since this research does not
necessarily end once the data is collected. The knowledge--more accurate
knowledge--can only come from the main participant--the teacher.

We may say that there are two major benefits from classroom ethnography: (1)
we gain more knowledge toward the betterment of the educational process,
and (2) we gain more friends.
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